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THE EDITOR'S DESK

The editor's desk is cluttered with bits of paper, 
tape, pencils, (a dictionary?), sissors and a few old 
issues of Astronotes. It has come to my attention, through 
reviewing old issues, that I have, upon occasion, made one 
or two small tipigraphical errors that have slipped through. 
One such error occurred last month that simply must be 
corrected. Therefore - 
CORRECTION: Last issue(Vol 16, No 2), page 1, third line

from the top on the right. The year should be 
1977 instead of 1976.

Now that that is over I can go on into other diverse 
matters. As you may have realized from past issues, I am 
interested in what is being done in space research, especially 
manned spaceflight. So if you haven't been listening to 
the news lately I will mention briefly that the Enterprise 
was flown piggy back on a 747 on Feb. 18 for a few hours, 
and tests are continuing. Back to astronomical topics.

On the 16'th of February a meeting of the North 
Mountain Observatory Committee was held. Plans are underway 
to move the 16" telescope to a new site near the Mill of 
Kintail. Among the topics discussed was, inevitably, the 
raising of money for the proposed move. Your support in 
this matter will be very welcome. More on this later.

Be sure to observe the Spring Equinox on March 20 at 
12:43 pm.

Articles for the April Issue of Astronotes will be due 
March 18.

ASTRONOMICAL QUIZ - ANSWER

Ananke, Carise and PasipHae are the 12'th,11'th and 8'th 
satellites of Jupiter.



OBSERVER'S GROUP MEETING - FEBRUARY 4 Chris Martin

The Feb. meeting took place in a crowded rm . 3001 as 
there were over 60 people in attendance. Chairman Art 
Fraser indicated that a possible telephone list might be 
introduced for those who wish to keep on top of new comet 
and nova discoveries. The purpose of the list would be to 
make observations as early as possible to collect informat
ion on a sometimes quickly disappearing phenomena. Art 
informed us of the success of an Ottawa Centre display put 
on by members of the Observer's Group at the Jack Purcell 
Community Centre. It was part of the many displays 
sposored by the People for Educational Participation.

Art gave the Observer of the Year Award to an 
outstanding observer, Doug Welch. Doug accepted the award 
with thanks and added these comments "I shouldn't have won 
this award at all. There was no competition (because) 
nobody is observing.” and "More observing in the group is 
needed.” .

Vice-chairman Jim Hayes opened the Observation Section 
by introducing Pierre Lemay. Pierre, the Variable Star 
Co-ordinator presented the Variable Star Award for '76 to 
none other than Doug Welch.

Mr. Hayes then presented Roger Taguchi for the main 
talk of the evening. His talk involved a slide review of 
our galaxy starting with the solar system and its member 
bodies and ending by taking a quick look at a neighbor 
galaxy, Andromeda.

One of our newer members, Ken Tapping, tried to gauge 
member interest in radio astronomy with a result of a 20 
minute discussion, which in turn means that there is some 
interest in radio astronomy.

Minor Planet Co-ordinator, Doug Welch, reminded us of 
11'th mag. Caliope passing through the Pleiades from the 
6'th to 13'th of Feb. Also, the Atlas Stellarum fund stands 
at the halfway mark and donations will be happily received.

The recorder made his speaking debut by announcing a 
recording of astrologers vs. astronomers in the CBC public 
debate program "Platform". It will be re-broadcast in the 
afternoon of March 5'th (tentatively).

Lunar Co-ordinator, Brian Stokoe, informed us of some 
occultations. A grazing occultation at 10 pm on Feb. 26 
near Maniwaki, P.Q. may have an expedition planned to view 
it.

Art Fraser then adjourned the meeting at 10:40 pm for 
refreshments and the normal after-meeting discussions.



RECENT IAU CIRCULARS Art Fraser

Of the 30 circulars which I have received since my 
last article in December only a few contain items of 
interest to the observer. Most contain data on X-Ray or 
Gamma Ray sources of precise positions of objects fainter 
than 18'th magnitude.

Circular 3032 reports that Nova Vulpeculae 1976 was at 
magnitude 11.7 on January 24, and circular 3025 announces 
that Mr. John Hosty of Huddersfield, England discovered a 
7.2 magnitude nova in the constellation of Sagitta on 
January 7. Nova Sagittae 1977 is located at R.A. 19h 37.1m 
DEC. 18° 02' north, close to Alpha Sagittae and only 3° 
south-east of Nova Vulpeculae. The nova is fading as 
indicated by the following circulars: Jan. 12, mag 8.2 
(C.3027); Jan. 17, mag 8.7 (C.3030); Jan. 24, mag 9.1 
(C.3032). Spectrograms taken with the 120-cm telescope at 
Asiago Astrophysical Observatory indicate an expansion 
velocity of 1200 km/s for gases surrounding the nova. The 
nova was a 20’th magnitude star before the outburst.

The rotation period of asteroid number 944, Hidalgo, 
has been determined by E.F. Jedesco and J.D. Drummond of 
the Astronomy Department of the New Mexico State University. 
On October 24 and 25 photoelectric observations indicated a 
period of 10.0h ±0.1h and a brightness change of 0.35 
magnitude (C.3007).

Circular 3007 reminds us that a Planetary Appulse 
occurs on March 10. The planet Uranus, shining at 6'th mag, 
will pass very close to an 8.8 mag star, SAO 158687. As a 
matter of fact, Uranus will occult the star for observers 
in Western Australia, Indonesia, and parts of Asia and 
Africa. For these observers an appulse will occur between 
the fifth satellite of Uranus, Miranda, and the star.
Uranus, located in Libra, can be found with the aid of the 
star chart on page 32 of the Observer's Handbook or page 51 
of the Sky and Telescope for January 1977. C.3005 also 
informs us that an extra leap second was added to the last 
hour of December 31,1976.

Finally, the first comet of 1977 is Periodic Comet 
Taylor (1977a). It is a diffuse 16'th mag. object with no 
tail and is located near Theta Geminorum during March.
The second comet of the year is Periodic Comet Grigg- 
Skjellerup (1977b). It is a diffuse 18'th mag. object in 
the constellation of Vela. Both comets were announced In 
circular 3033.



AN ARTIFICIAL SATELLITE OBSERVING PROJECT Doug Welch

Many amateurs possess not only an observing interest 
in Astronomy, but also a mathematical one. The project 
described here is in reality a modified meteor height 
calculation project.

Two observers are required as well as a camera, an 
ephemeris, mathematical tables and CHU. An hour spent 
observing any night is bound to turn up several satellites 
as any amateur knows. Art Fraser has, in the past, observed 
several satellites for extended periods. The satellite 
chosen for this experiment will be a polar one for simplic
ity's sake. To carry out the essentials of this project, 
only one successful night is required.

Several pieces of information are required. The two 
observers must know their latitude and longitude to within 
a second of arc or so (convert these to degrees). Both 
must use CHU and both must have cameras, loaded with Tri-X 
or faster film, that are capable of taking time exposures. 
Each observer should (must) notify the other when they are 
prepared to do the experiment. The satellite in question 
should be predictable enough that its appearance will occur
within a half hour "window". To ensure success, once the
satellite is spotted, 20 sec exposures (exactly) at the 
lowest f ratio (f/1.4, 1.8, 2 or 2.8) possible should be
begun at the 0 mark (exactly) of every CHU minute the
satellite is visible. Of course, the precise minute of the 
first exposure should be noted, and the camera moved between 
exposures, to follow the satellite. NOTE: A camera on a 
tripod is all that is needed ( no RA drive required).

First, each observer whould label the photographs, 
when printed accordingly with the times of beginning and 
ending of exposure. Next the siderial time at the beginning 
of the exposure is required. The position of the satellite 
with regard to the reference stars should be found with 
the greatest accuracy possible. As long as the reference 
stars are fairly close to the satellite (and the satellite 
is not within 30° of the pole) a linear interpolation is 
sufficient. A good way to do this if you are a beginner is 
to mark the position on the SAO atlas or a similar one and 
read the coordinates off of it!

Now we know α1, δ1, T1, and lat1 and long1 . We now desire 
to find the altitude and azimuth, Al1 and Az1 . First the 
"hour angle" must be found. It is

HA = T(Sidereal Time) - α1 
thus sin(All)= sin(lat1)sin(d1)+ cos(lat1)cos(d1)cos(HA)





(NOTE: Al is always +ve and between 0° and 90°)
then

These calculations should now be repeated for a2, d2, T1 , 
lat2, long2. NOTE that although T1 is the same, the sidereal 
time will be different due to longitudinal differences 
between stations.

For simplicity’s sake, the remaining calculations will 
be done for a flat surface. The error will be relatively 
small unless the satellite's height is huge.

Any geometrical or mathematical method is now used to 
find ϴ1 and ϴ2. From this it is obvious that

Try to determine ϴ1 and ϴ2 with as much accuracy as possible. 
Since the positions of both stations are known, the distance 
between them, N3 , is easy enough to calculate from this *

Now that all of these are known, the position of the 
subpoint can be found and then the height h

h = N2 Al1 or h = N1 Al2
Of course R 1 = N2cos(Al1)

and R2 = N1 cos(Al2)
From two more observations from another two photos one can 
find the R1’ and R2'. The mean of R1’ and R1 times the angle 
between the two observations (from one station) will give 
the distance I travelled in that period. One can then 
find the speed of the satellite by dividing

N = 1/time
also from Circular Motion Considerations

g = N2/ R ,or N2 = gR but R = ro + h 
and N = 2 R/T .• .  T = 2 R/N
one can then find the period since R is known, g could also 
be determined from this!

The angle of inclination can be found by drawing a 
great circle through several subpoints and finding the 
greatest latitude achieved. From numerous observations 
many other facts about the orbit can be determined.

* N1 , N2 , N3 can be obtained from formulae, next page.



cos (N3 ) = cos(90-lat1 ) cos(90-lat2) +
sin(90-lat1 ) sin(90-lat2) cos(Δlong)

= sin(lat1 )sin(lat2 ) + cos(lat1)cos(lat2)cos(ΔLong) 
find angle N3 and multiply it by

111.133 - 0.559 cos(2(lat)) ... 1
to get in km.

LIGHT CONVE RSATI ON ROB DICK, DOUGW ELCH
AFTER FIVEY EARSO FINTE NSIVE DEVEL OPMEN TATTH EDICK

-WELC HENER GYPRO CESSI NGLAB ORATO RYAND ANATE RREST RIALR
ESEAR CHCEN TRE,T HELON GAWAI TEDTO PSECR ETPHO TOMET ERPRO
JECTW ASFIN ALLYU NVEIL EDTOA NEAGE RCROW DOFTH REE." FIRST
LIGHT "PASS EDTHR OUGHT HEFIL TERSO NTHEF OURTE ENTHO FFEBR
UARY. ATPRE SENT, COLOU RCALI BRATI ONISB EINGD ONEBE FOHEI
NTENS IVECO LORIM ETRIC RESEA RCHBE GINS. U,B,A NDVFI LTERS
ARE IN CORPO RATED ASWEL LASAN EWCLE ARFIL TERTH ATREC ENTLY
BECAM EAVAI LABLE FROMT OTHIL LENTE RPREN EURS. PERIP HERAL
SSUCH ASEYE PIECE S,TEL ESCOP ES,OB SERVA TORIE S,TIM ERSAN
DOBSE RVERS AREAV AILAB LEASW ELL.S OONAC HARTR ECORD ERWIL
LEEAD DED,B UTHE' SONVA CATIO NRIGH TNOW.

NOTICE:

The 4'th World General Assembly of The International 
Union of Amateur Astronomers will be held in Dublin, Ireland 
in the last 2 weeks of August 1978. Anyone wishing further 
information on this congress should write to the secretary 
of the organizing committee as 26 Cedarwood Pk Ballymun, 
Dublin 11 Ireland.

K.J. OBrien

also

N2 and N1 can be found in km by conversion 1
NOTE: This method has not been tried out yet by the author 
(at the date of printing) so it might be advisable to 
proceed with caution. - ed.



METEOR SUMMARY - 1976 Robert McCallum

Yes, another year has come to an end and it is time to 
make the annual meteor report. Results for the year are a 
drop from 1975, but this doesn’t indicate a lessening of 
enthusiasm within the Observer's Group. Most showers (does 
this sound familiar?) were either clouded or mooned out.
Best observed were the Delta Aquarids in late July, yielding 
206 meteors on 4 nights. A fifth night, August 4/5, turned 
out to be the most exciting - attempts at observing were 
hampered by clouds, the moon and sporadic machine gun fire. 
Fortunately the Militia (who were "training") stayed on the 
other side of the road, even though their -15 flares didn't.

Other showers observed were: the Orionids - rates of 
about 15 per hour the night after maximum were seen. Norman 
McLeod, who also observed the max and night-before-the-max 
nights in Florida, said these nights were much stronger.
Darn clouds...

An hour of observing on the morning of the Leonid max 
gave us only a couple of shower members, upholding the pre
dictions of low rates. We still should watch this often 
surprising shower, though.

The most disappointing night of the year was undoubtedly 
Dec 13/14, the Geminid max. The moon did not rise until 
midnight, so we counted on a number of hours of dark skies. 
However, when we arrived we discovered that one side of the 
coffins had collapsed, and they were full of snow. Even 
though it was -25°C, we managed to last 40 minutes in the 
snowbank, getting a rate of 30/hour.

Totals for the year: 871 sightings of 676 meteors on 
17 nights by 11 observers, taking a total of 62:10 hours 
(30:30 observing time). The individual record:
Observer Nights Hours Meteors
Jon Buchanan 1 :50 15
Noeline Butler 1 2:40 21
Rob Dick 3 3:00 49
John Hache 4 3:30 83
Jim Hayes 6 13:00 181
Pierre Lemay 1 :40 3
Chris Martin 2 3:30 55
Rob McCallum 11 14:30 181
Rolf Meier 10 13:10 186
Mike Roney 3 4:10 58
Doug Welch 3 3:10 39
11 observers 60:10 871



LUNAR DRAWING B.L. Matthews

Drawing various features on the surface of the moon 
need not be a tedious task left to the dedicated few but a 
leisurely informative way to learn our nearest neighbour. 
First to dispell a popular misconception "you do not have 
to be an artist to capture lunar features”.

Methods of drawing
The actual methods of drawing are numerous, vary in 

complexity, and require time and patience. To mention a 
few, line drawings, notational sketch and the artistic 
drawing. The line drawing is done to record topographical 
features (ie. hills, craterlets, streaks or rays), but not 
shadows or tone changes by means of solid or broken lines. 
The notation sketch can be explained as an incomplete 
sketch with the numbered and written notes on the face of 
the drawing. It is the artistic drawing that I would like 
to talk about at this time.

The artistic drawings are done to depict accurately 
and truly as they appear on the moon. A drawing that shows 
what the observer sees using the eyes resolving power, the 
ability to distinguish contrast and some interpretation, 
lends itself to the production of a photographic like result. 
This type of drawing can be done in pencil, ink, paints or 
a combination of any of these.

Supplies
It is my opinion that the observer starting out in 

lunar drawing should start using pencil. By using pencil 
he then has two methods to choose from. For either method 
the observer should have a selection of various grades of 
pencils, (some pointed, others blunt). Also he should have 
one or two good quality erasers, again some sharpened to a 
point. Another useful device is an artists shading pencil. 
(The latter can be easily replaced with a product known as 
Q-Tips.) Finally a relatively good grade of paper, a well 
placed dim light and a smooth working space.

Methods
The two methods mentioned earlier are known as 

”sketching” and ”shading-erasure”. As I have not done more 
than experiment with the latter method and this I find is 
very well explained by Mr. Coutchie for the June 1959 issue 
of "Sky and Telescope” , I will go into what is known as 
”sketching”.

The observer starts by making a basic line drawing 
showing only the outline and positions of obvious features.



To first trace these features from a good lunar atlas is 
quite acceptable. The author is presently working on a 
number of these outlines and they should be available very 
shortly to interested members. The observer works from the 
largest feature down to the smallest visible through his 
own instrument, he then goes on to shading and tonal reprod
uction leaving the bright areas white.

It takes a great deal of practice and observational 
ability but the end result is well worth the effort. The 
most important thing to remember is capture the relative 
position, and the shades as accurately as possible. The 
one common pitfall is the ability to keep craters and 
craterlets to the proper relative size.

When you are finished check all regions to make sure 
you have left nothing out. Compare your finished drawing 
with the view through your 'scope to see if they really do
look the same. Remember you must be as fast as practical,
as accurate as possible in the shortest possible time.
(The lighting on the moons surface is continually changing).

Lastly data of the following nature should be shown on 
the drawing. Aperture used, magnification, filters if any, 
Universal Time (time the outlines of the major shadows where
drawn) sun's colongitude (taken from the Observer's Handbook)
Julian Day and last but not least your name signed proudly
on a piece of work that has scientific as well as training
value.

Suggested List of Material 
1 - #1 Eagle alphabet pencil 
1 -  #2  "  "  "

1 - "Ebony" 6325 pencil
1 - 2B Pure Charcoal pencil
1 - white lead pencil
1 - Shading pencil (Q Tips)
1 - small can Fix-It spray (Non Gloss)
1 - clip board
1 - Photographic Lunar Atlas (optional)

(or rough outlines lunar features)
1 - pad of reasonably good quality paper.

LYRID METEOR SHOWER

April 22, New Moon, Hourly Rate - 15. Though slow it 
would be worthwhile to observe.



ASTRO NOTES

TO Ms. Rosemary Freeman, RASC
National Secretary,
The Royal Astronomical Soc. of Can. 
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